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Product Ranges

Aromatherapy Associates
Aromatherapy Associates are the leaders in professional Aromatherapy.
Their treatments encompass the traditional principles of aromatherapy
massage using a unique pressure point massage technique that targets
the nervous system and brings the mind and body back into balance.

Thalgo
Thalgo are world famous for their patented marine formulas which have
been incorporated into masks and wrap therapies for the face and body
to boost circulation, detoxification and re-mineralisation.  Vital for
health and well-being; the powers of the sea are renowned for their
dramatic enhancing effects on the re-balancing and healing of the body.

Jessica
A custom blended spa line for the nails that can actually stop them
from breaking, chipping and peeling.  The combined formulations make
the nails hard and strong on the outside, but flexible and resilient on
the inside; just like nature intended.

Jessica geleration is a hybrid between gel polish and the traditional
polish giving fantastic colour that does not chip or peel, maintains
shine, and dries in seconds using LED light to set the polish resulting
in the polish lasting for up to 2 weeks.

Ariane Poole
The eponymous make-up range of celebrity make-up artist, Ariane Poole.
Ariane's philosophy is that you should notice the person, not the 
make-up.  Ariane's range specialises in natural looks with 3 key stages
of: 'Prime, Correct and Enhance’.
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Face Therapy (Aromatherapy Associates)

Intense Rose Eye Repair 25 mins

An intensive anti-ageing treatment to deeply nourish, add moisture and
help to diminish dark circles and puffiness.  Including a specific pressure
point massage and relaxing mask leaving the eyes feeling refreshed.

£22

Aroma Cleanse 30 mins

A condensed facial introducing your skin to the aromatherapy skin care
products.

£30

Rose Radiance

A gentle facial using Rose, Geranium and Evening Primrose together
with specialised massage technique to relax, hydrate and calm the most
sensitive skins. 

90 mins for £52 (including Back & Neck massage)
60 mins for £46

Age Repair

This repairing and anti-ageing facial works with natural oils of inca inchi
and larch extract which stimulate collagen formation to deliver firm and
tightened skin.  Including lymphatic massage techniques and two
nourishing masks to improve skin suppleness and elasticity.  For
ultimate luxury your scalp is massaged to relieve stress and tension.

90 mins for £62
60 mins for £48 (reduced massage)

Silicium Super-Lift Facial (40+) 75 mins

A welcome massage will immerse you in an aquatic cocoon; a cleansing
ritual is adapted to your skin type.  Your skin is intensely exfoliated and
smoothed to optimise the penetration of the anti-ageing ingredients.  An
expert anti-ageing massage lifts the features, before a super-lifting mask
is applied to fill deeper wrinkles, lift and contour the face and neck.
Leaving your complexion glowing, lines less noticeable and your skin
firmer.

£60

Exceptional Facial with ‘Energilift’ (50+) 90 mins

Thalgo’s revolutionary massage technique, EnergiLift, targets and tightens
individual facial muscles and visibly lifts the entire face.  After preparing
the skin, the Ultimate Massage encourages relaxation and maximum
toning.  A specific modelling massage helps to stretch and ‘work out’ the
facial muscles around the eyes, lips, face and décolleté to revive their
original tone.  The Mask will infuse the skin with Marine Bio-Cellulose.
Using powerful active ingredients to reshape the facial contours; leaving
the skin visibly smoother, brighter, lifted and nourished.

£70 (available January 2014)

Microdermabrasion – ThalgoSkin Expert Machine 60 mins

The ultimate exfoliation using ultra fine crystals to remove dead skin
cells, revealing a clearer, smoother & a more radiant complexion.  Using a
specialised light therapy which has an anti ageing and brightening effect
on the skin, pigmentation is lightened and scarring reduced.  Skin is
treated to a natural acid peel to rejuvenate cell renewal and boost results.
(SPF 30/50 is recommended)

£65

Mesolift – (non surgical face lift) 40+ 60 mins

A combination of microdermabrasion and mesolift resulting in the
ultimate anti-age facial with the unique benefits of both treatments.
Combining a deep exfoliation with ultra fine crystals, light therapy and
muscle lifting and firming technique.

£65

Microdermabrasion/Mesolift    90 mins

A combination of the two facials resulting in the ultimate anti-age facial
with the unique benefits of both treatments. Combining a deep exfoliation
with ultra fine crystals, light therapy and muscle lifting and firming
technique.

£85

Face Therapy (Thalgo)

Wrinkle Control Eye Therapy 30 mins

Using an eye patch mask packed with tightening and regenerating
marine actives; resulting in an instant youthful look helping to treat
dehydrated lines, puffiness and dark circles also, including an
exfoliation and a pressure point massage.

£22

Purity Ritual 30 mins

An introduction into the specialised skincare of Thalgo.  Using the best
of Marine ingredients the treatment will relax and revitalise any skincare
concern.  After a specialised cleanse, tone and exfoliation, your skin
will be enveloped in a specialised mask leaving your skin feeling relaxed
and radiant.

£30

Re-Balancing (Combination skin) 60 mins

A treatment using the richness of the sea (100% Algae).  This intensive
treatment for combination skin, will deep cleanse, purify and re-awaken
the skin leaving it feeling clearer, tighter and pores less visible.

£42

Oxygen Defence (All skin types) 60 mins

Exposure to pollution, lack of sleep and stress all result in dull skin.
Let your skin breath again with our rejuvenating Oxygen treatment,
using a powerful algae extract and peptides, your skin will be brought
back to life, it will feel detoxified, energised and repaired.

£45

Cold Marine (Sensitive skin) 60 mins

Cocoon your skin in softness; using a soothing creamy milk clay mask
and products delicately fragranced with violet, white musk and cotton
flower.  Your skin will feel comfortable, calmed and nourished.

£45

Hydra Moisture Source (De-hydrated skin) 60 mins

An essential moisturising treatment, your skin will be bathed in active
marine ingredients and vegetable milks to help combat dehydration,
improve skin texture to help achieve a soft and radiant skin.

£47

Extreme Comfort (Dry skin) 60 mins

Envelop your skin in a delicious veil of Omega 3 & 6 oils that are high
performance ingredients that will leave the skin restored and
restructured.  Your skin will instantly feel soft, smooth and nourished.

£48

Collagen Smoothing Facial 60 mins

Give your skin a Collagen boost, with instant anti-ageing results. A
welcome massage, cleansing ritual adapted to your skin type, and
intense exfoliation will smooth your skin.  The anti-ageing massage will
lift features and help the skin absorb the Marine Collagen. The Collagen
mask smoothes fine lines and has a plumping effect.  After the
treatment your skin will be radiant, its collagen reserves restored. 

£52

Hyaluronic Filler Facial (35+) 60 mins

After a relaxing welcome massage to immerse you in an aquatic cocoon,
a cleansing ritual is adapted to your skin type.  A deep exfoliation with a
specific massage technique that lets every wrinkle absorb the hyaluronic
acid.  Using freeze dried ingredients to bind the water on the skin
surface helping to swell and fill wrinkles.  Leaving your complexion
glowing and expression lines less pronounced.

£55
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Aromatic Body Wrap (Thalgo) 55 mins

Spring clean the body and remove the unwanted toxins using
micronized marine algae with peppermint and essential oils; Including a
body exfoliation to prepare the skin and a relaxing head and scalp
massage during the heated wrap process.  Ideal for the skin conditions:
psoriasis, eczema and helps relieve muscular aches and the daily
stresses and strains. 

£53

Exfoliating

Bespoke Skin Polish (Aromatherapy Associates) 25 mins

An all over body exfoliation using finely ground green olive stones to
soften and refine the skin and stimulate circulation leaving the skin
nourished and radiant.  Recommended prior to any massage therapy.

£32

Enrich Body Scrub (Aromatherapy Associates) 25 mins

Exfoliate with sea salts, coffee, frankincense & grapefruit to revive dull
dry skin.  A deeply moisturised body butter is then applied full of
natural oils leaving a healthy sheen to your skin.

£32

Massage Therapy

Real Aromatherapy (Aromatherapy Associates)

Ease away the day's stresses and strains and bring body and mind back
into balance.  The real, traditional aromatherapy full body massage fuses
the best of massage practices from East and West.  Carefully applied
pressures stimulate the nervous system while Swedish and
neuromuscular massage techniques support a healthy circulation and
soothe the body.  Oils are carefully selected according to the desired
out-come of your treatment and how you are feeling on the day. 

30 mins for £36
60 mins for £52
90 mins for £62

Intensive Muscle Release (Aromatherapy Associates) 60 mins

A deep and meaningful all over body massage treatment designed to
work on stiff, tight and fatigued muscles and joints.  The perfect antidote
for aching limbs resulting from physical exertion and sports activity.
Involves intensive deep tissue techniques to warm, manipulate and ease
the body with stretching and drainage to release and disperse tension.

£52

Aroma Revival (Aromatherapy Associates) 60 mins

A rejuvenating massage to relieve the symptoms of fatigue and
sluggishness helping to stimulate you both mentally and physically.
Using the essential oils of Pink Grapefruit, Rosemary, Juniper Berry and
Pine to eliminate toxins, awaken the senses and sharpen the mind.

£52

Ultimate Rose Pregnancy Massage 60 mins
(Aromatherapy Associates)

This all over body massage incorporating a relaxing and rejvenating full
scalp and facial massage relieves the stresses and strains of pregnancy
as well as treating the heavy legs and aching back. (Please note only
suitable after 12 weeks of pregnancy)

£52

Massage Ritual by Candlelight (Thalgo)

Using a relaxing 'Perron Rigot' candle with active ingredients and its
light musk aroma; the candle is lit, transforming the wax into massage
oil.  The oil is applied using massage techniques leaving you relaxed and
your skin soft.

Back and Neck 30 mins for £36
Full Body 60 mins for £52

Head & Scalp Massage 25 mins

An ancient massage technique which works to relieve stress and
tensions held in the neck, head and shoulders.  Using warmed oils and
specialised massage technique to stimulate blood flow and enhance
mental clarity.

£30

Swedish Massage

A traditional massage therapy to suit individual requirements.  
This highly popular treatment works to release muscular tension and
alleviate mental fatigue and stress.  Particularly effective following a
heat treatment (steam or sauna) and after exercise.

Back and Neck 30 mins for £34
Full Body 60 mins for £50

Sea & Senses -  Hot Stone Massage (Thalgo)

A Thalgo complete purifying and re-mineralising treatment.  The
exfoliating and sculpting techniques are carried out with the smoothest
of volcanic and marine stones.  A true invitation to the deepest state of
relaxation and slumber.

75 mins for £64
60 mins for £52 (without exfoliation)
30 mins for £36 (back, neck & shoulder only)

Thermal Auricular Therapy - Hopi Ear Candling 40mins

A gentle, relaxing and natural holistic therapy that cleanses and
harmonises creating a pleasant feeling of warmth. Balances pressure in
the ears, forehead and sinuses, the candle, once lit, creates a light
suction action and gentle vibration finishing with a soothing pressure
point massage.

£32

Reflexology 60 mins

An ancient, holistic healing technique using manipulation and pressure
applied to specific areas of the feet (which correspond to specific 
organs of the body).  The specialised finger pressure technique will
restore balance, increase circulation to the organs, free blocked 
energy, boost the immune system and activate the body’s natural 
self-healing process.

£45
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   Body Wraps

Rose Hydrating Cocoon (Aromatherapy Associates) 55 mins

A skin nourishing wrap.  Rich oils and creams with Damask Rose are
smoothed into freshly exfoliated skin, leaving it glowing, silky soft and
revitalised.  A gentle scalp massage eases away tensions and aids
complete and utter relaxation.  Recommended as the perfect 
ante-natal treat.

£53

Citrus Detox Wrap (Aromatherapy Associates) 55 mins

A powerful cleansing and invigorating treatment to aid elimination of
unwanted toxins and puffiness.  A top to toe exfoliation smoothes and
refines the skin followed by an application of essential oils and
refreshing gels with circulation boosting extracts of Juniper Berry,
Rosemary and Pine.  Stimulating massage and foot reflex points
encourages the release and elimination of unwanted toxins.

£53

Enrich Body Treatment (Aromatherapy Associates) 55 mins

A truly exotic experience which delivers extreme nourishment to your
skin.  Combining a rich intense body scrub, hydrating with a fragranced
serum, soften with a natural dry skin oil and finally for deep protection,
a luxurious layer of body butter.  The result is incredibly nourished skin
from the inside out.

£53
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Grooming Essentials

Shape & Varnish 30 mins

Includes nail shaping and a colour of your choice.

£15* (polish)          30 mins
£20* (gel polish)    45 mins

Prescriptive Manicure 45 mins

A treatment manicure which analyses and treats each nail for its specific
nail type.  The cuticles are cared for with oils and creams, a treatment
base coat is applied and finally a colour of your choice for the perfect finish.

£27* (polish)          45 mins
£35* (gel polish)    60 mins

Treatment Pedicure 60 mins

With the option of either calming green tea or revitalising citrus,
includes an exfoliation, nail shaping, cuticle work and massage.

£29* (polish)          60 mins
£37* (gel polish)    60 mins

Deluxe Manicure 60 mins

The Jessica prescriptive manicure including a handsilk exfoliating
treatment.  Thermal mittens envelope the hands for deeper penetration
of oils and creams, helping to soften cuticles, improve circulation and
soothe stiff joints.  

£37* (polish)          60 mins
N/A (gel polish)

Zen Spa Deluxe Pedicure 70 mins

The Zen Spa treatment pedicure including thermal booties, helping to
improve circulation and soothe stiff joints.  A deluxe conditioning
treatment resulting in softer, smoother legs and feet finished with
perfectly polished toes.

£40* (polish)          70 mins
N/A (gel polish)

*French Polish - additional £3

Spray Tanning

A perfect choice to build a tan that is right for you leaving your skin
bronzed and radiant.

Full Body with Exfoliation £30
Full Body without Exfoliation £25

Waxing

Eyebrow Shape £10
1/2 Leg £17
Full Leg £27
Bikini £14
Under-arm £12
Lip or Chin £10
Intimate Wax (Full) £24

Make-up

Using professional make-up by the television make-up artist Ariane
Poole our therapists can guide you on the most appropriate colours,
application techniques and finishes.  

Choose from:

Day time Make-up £22
Special Occasion Make-up £33
Make-up Lesson £35
Wedding Day Make-up £75
Includes a trial and wedding day application.

Additionals

Eyelash Tinting £17
Eyelash & Eyebrow Tint £20
Eyebrow Tint £10

Please note that clients will be required to have a tint test at least 24
hours before having an eyelash or brow tint to safe-guard against an
allergic reaction.
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Bespoke Spa Rituals

Polynesian Ritual  (Thalgo) 90 mins

Taking inspiration from Polynesian beauty rituals to create the perfect
escape and enhance your wellbeing.  Using an exotic island body scrub
containing coconut shells, white sand from Bora Bora, marine salt and
Tahitian vanilla combined together to soften and smooth your skin.  The
Mahana technique is a slow, powerful and sculpting massage using
specialised sand pouches to relax your muscles deep within.  Your mind
is released of all tensions and your body will be blissfully relaxed.

£72

Enrich Body & Face Revitaliser  (Aromatherapy Associates) 120 mins

Transform dull dry out of condition skin commencing with an
invigorating scrub of pure coffee, frankincense & grapefruit.  Then
indulge in a truly relaxing full body massage focusing on warming the
muscles leaving your skin exotically scented with a blend of geranium,
ylang ylang and vanilla.

Finally a facial treatment using a selection of products containing skin
enhancing essential oils tailored to suit your individual needs.

£90

Ultimate Rose Indulgence  (Aromatherapy Associates) 120 mins

An aromatic ritual designed to calm, beautify and restore a sense of
equilibrium.

Sink into an uplifting rose and geranium foot soak followed by a pure,
simple and effective aromatherapy body massage designed to gain
proven reults for the body, mind and soul.  Finish with our luxurious
rose radiance facial to soften, moisturise and nourish.  Leaving you
glowing from the inside out.  Pure hands on therapy at its best!

£90

Sea & Senses Face & Body Ritual  (Thalgo) 130 mins

A totally blissful top to toe experience using the smoothest of volcanic
stones.  Commencing with a deep exfoliation and stone placements on
key energy points of the body promoting a deeper stage of relaxation.
The deep penetrating heat from the stones is used to massage the
whole body and release muscular tension. Complete this ritual with a
radiance enhancing facial rich in marine elements, whilst using the
smoothest, warmed pebbles in conjunction with a slow rhythmic
massage.  A true invitation to the deepest stage of relaxation and
slumber.

£92

Hand & Foot Rituals (Aromatherapy Associates)

Rose Petal Luxury Hand Treatment 25 mins

Enjoy layers of luxury and feel the softness of fresh rose petals fall
between your fingers as your hands are bathed and massaged in
intensely rich and moisturising oils, gels and creams of Renew Rose.

£27

Enrich Hand Treatment 25 mins

Keep your hands looking well groomed using specially selected oils to
soak, exfoliate and massage.  Your hands are then coated in a
nourishing anti ageing mask and inserted into thermal mittens.

£27

Moroccan Rose Oil Foot Polish 25 mins

Let your feet rest in comfort while your skin is nurtured with the
regenerative and hydrating properties of Damask Rose Water and while
your mind takes pleasure in its enriching and heartening aroma.

£31

Enrich Foot Smoother 25 mins

Put your feet up for a moment and reap the benefits of this skin
smoothing, revitalising treatment using powerful essential oils to
soften, nourish and relax.  Thermal booties included.

£31



Spa User Guide

Booking Guidelines

We advise hotel guests to book all treatments in advance to avoid
disappointment.  If you are unsure of which treatments to book, we can
either advise you or book an allocation of time to allow you to select
your treatment on the day.

It is vital that you inform the receptionist if you are or think you may be
pregnant as this will influence which treatments are safe for you to
experience.

Arrival

It is requested that you arrive in the spa, at least ten minutes prior to
your first appointment to allow time for you to change and to complete
the spa registration/disclaimer form.

Please be prompt for your appointment as it may not be possible to
accommodate late arrivals.  We regret that clients who are late for their
appointment will be charged the full fee for the shortened treatment.

Cancellation Policy

A credit card number will be required at the time of booking to secure
your appointment.

Please note that the full charge for your treatment will be charged if you
fail to arrive for your appointment or cancel with less than 24 hours
notice.

Health & Safety

It is essential that you inform your therapist of any medical conditions
or medications taken, before commencing your treatment and that all
details are fully disclosed on the Spa Health Form.  It is vital that you
inform your therapist if you are or think you may be pregnant.

The Spa is a non-smoking area.

Spa Tranquillity

It is our aim to create a peaceful environment for the benefit of all our
guests.  We would therefore politely request that you respect the needs
of the other spa users and turn off mobile phones and pagers and keep
noise levels to a minimum.

Use of Facilities

Whilst we welcome non members to book treatments, the use of the
Headlam Spa facilities are limited to guests staying at Headlam Hall,
Spa Members and our Day Spa Guests.  If you are interested in enjoying
the facilities at Headlam Spa, please enquire about our range of Day Spa
Packages. 

Retail Therapy

Many of the products which we use in our treatments are available for
you to purchase and continue your treatment benefits at home.  A full
consultation and prescription will be provided with each face and body
therapy.  Products are also available to purchase from the spa by 
mail-order.

Gift Vouchers

Gift vouchers for treatments, products or spa days are available to
purchase from the spa and over the phone.

Day Spa Packages

We have a comprehensive range of Day Spa Packages and Residential
Spa Packages which include a range of treatments and use of the
facilities.  Please refer to our Day Spa Brochure.

Opening times:

Treatments are available from 9.30am - 8pm (Mon-Sat)
and 10am - 7pm (Sun).

Contact details

Tel: (01325) 730691

E-mail: spa@headlamhall.co.uk

Website: www.headlamspa.co.uk

Headlam Hall, Headlam, Nr Gainford, Darlington, Co. Durham  DL2 3HA
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Treatments for Him

All of the Headlam Spa therapies are appropriate to men, we have
however had a selection of treatments created using specialised product
and technique.

Face

Ocean Elements (Thalgo) 55 mins

Designed specifically to meet the needs of a mans' skin.  Helping to
clean and re-balance skin affected by stress and external elements. 

£48

Deep Cleanse Refiner (Aromatherapy Associates) 55 mins  

A skin specific treatment which utilises plant extracts, essential oils and
fresh water mud to draw out impurities.  Hot towel compresses and
pressure point massage technique leaves the skin looking clean, fresh
and toned.

£44

Body

Intense Muscle Release (Aromatherapy Associates) 60 mins

A deep tissue body massage treatment designed to work on stiff and
tight muscles and joints.  The perfect antidote for aching limbs
resulting from physical exertion and sports activity.  Recommended to
relax and stretch the body prior to a round of golf or to ease muscular
tension at the end of the day as you come off the Green.

£52

Hot Stone Massage  (Thalgo)

A powerful massage technique utilising warmed volcanic stones to
release deep seated muscular tensions, and aid deep relaxation.

30 mins for £36

60 mins for £52

Swedish Massage

A firm, but relaxing Swedish massage which aims to unravel knotted
muscles and relieve stress related tension, leaving you feeling relaxed
and re-charged.

Back & Neck 30 mins for £34

Full Body 60 mins for £50

Essential Grooming

Men’s Manicure 25 mins

Essential maintenance to the nails and cuticles.

£25

Men's Pedicure 30 mins

Includes exfoliation, a nail and cuticle tidy and a relaxing foot and leg
massage.

£28

Waxing

Back £25

Chest £25

Chest & Stomach £30

Eyebrow Groom £10


